General form of Turabian-style (Chicago) bibliographic citation for books and scores (recordings and manuscripts TBA later)

Author(s)/editor(s). Title. [Type of document, e.g. score.]

Examples:


I recommend including document type, such as “score,” where this would be helpful.
General form of Turabian-style (Chicago) bibliographic citation for journal articles and magazine stories (newspaper stories are generally not included in bibliographies but do appear in footnotes) I will address citation of electronic sources—databases, journals, websites—later.

**Journal:**

**Author(s).** “Article Title.” [Type of article, e.g. book review.]* Journal Name* [vol], no. [issue #] (Date): [pages].

**Magazine:**

**Author(s).** “Story Title.” [Type of article, e.g. editorial.]* Magazine Name*, Date, [pages].

**Examples:**


Use of abbrev. “vol. is unnecessary.

Kennedy, Mary Copland. “‘It's a Metamorphosis’: Guiding the Voice Change at the American Boychoir School.” *Journal of Research in Music Education* 52, no. 3 (Fall 2004): 264-80.


Be sure to credit a translator.


Note that the last example adds info that makes it clear that the article is a performance review, and names the show(s).